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Abstract. When oblique rows of black and white dots drifted horizontally across a mid-grey
surround, the perceived direction of motion was shifted to be almost parallel to the dotted lines
and was often nearly orthogonal to the real motion. The reason is that the black/white contrast
signals between adjacent dots along the length of the line are stronger than black/grey or
white/grey contrast signals across the line, and the motion is computed as a vector sum of local
contrast-weighted motion signals.

Please examine figures 1 ^ 5. Hover a stationary pencil point above each figure and
move the page slowly to the right, or else move the fixated pencil point slowly to the
left. View from close-up, since the effects are best in peripheral vision. In the control
condition of figure 1 the two oblique lines appear to move inwards, consistent with
the retinal stimulation, since the lines really do move inwards toward the fovea as the
pattern moves to the right.

Figure 1. Control condition: put a pen tip on the black spot and move it to the left, tracking it
with your eyes. Result: lines appear to move inwards, consistent with the retinal stimulation.

However, the dotted lines in figure 2 appear to move outwards (away from each
other) as the pattern moves to the right.
Figure 3 shows that the dotted lines need not be black and white, but can be lowcontrast light and dark-grey, provided that they straddle the surround luminance.
When the pattern moves left and right behind the fixation point, it appears to move
up and down, and conversely when it moves up and down it appears to move left
and right.
Figure 4 shows a minimum stimulus for the illusory motion, made from adjacent
pairs of black and white dots. When the pattern moves horizontally, some dots seem
to move upwards, others downwards, at right angles to their actual motion.
Compare this with Pinna and Brelstaff 's (2000) motion illusions, which are also based
on the motion of oblique luminance components.
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Figure 2. When the eyes move to the left, dotted contours appear to move outwards, opposite
to the prediction from retinal stimulation. A movie version including a moving fixation spot is
available on the Perception website at http://dx.doi.org/10.1068/p6383

Figure 3. Oblique dotted lines. A movie version is available on the Perception website.

Figure 4. A minimum stimulus for illusory motion. When the eyes move horizontally across the
obliquely oriented pairs of black and white dots, the dots seem to move up and down. A movie
version is available on the Perception website.
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Figure 5 shows illusory motion during horizontal movements and demonstrates that
the virtual contour need not be dotted or oblique. But the spatial offsets do introduce
oblique local luminance components.
We argue that contrast determines vector strength. When the grey level of the
surround is midway between that of the light and dark dots, the contrast along
the line (black/white) is twice the mean signed contrast across the line (mean of
black/grey and white/grey). Since high-contrast motion looks faster and more salient
than low-contrast motion (Thompson 1982; Anstis 2001, 2004; Howe et al 2006),
we propose that the high-contrast motion component along a dotted line is overestimated, distorting the perceived direction so that it looks more parallel to the
orientation of the line.

Figure 5. Phase edges need not be oblique. A movie version is available on the Perception website.

A moving line can be decomposed into two motion vectors, one parallel to the
line and one orthogonal to it. For a solid black (real) line, the motion signal across
the line is stronger than the motion signal along the line, which in fact tends toward
zero, so orthogonal motion is seen. But for a dotted line, the motion signal along
the line is stronger than the motion signal across the line, so the perceived motion
will tend to a direction parallel to the line. To test this, we moved 458 oblique lines,
either dotted or solid black, horizontally at a rate of 4.2 deg sÿ1 across uniform grey
surrounds of various luminance levels. Two observers (HI and SA) viewed the oblique
lines of figure 3 through an annular window of inner and outer diameters 4.9 deg
and 14.1 deg in a textured screen, and adjusted a centrally placed arrow to match the
perceived directions.
Figure 6 shows the results. The x-axis was the surround luminance as a percentage
of `white' (30 cd mÿ2 ). Dashed curve shows the physical contrast ratio:
black=white contrast along dotted line
.
mean signed contrast of black=grey and white=grey dots against the surround
This ratio peaked when the surround grey was midway between the dot luminances.
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Figure 6. Dashed line: physical ratio of Michelson contrasts along/across the dotted lines (righthand scale). Solid symbols: perceived directions of the moving dotted lines (left-hand scale) as a
function of surround luminance. Open symbols: control, solid black moving lines, showing no
motion illusion. Illusion was maximum when the dot luminances straddled the surround luminance
(grey rectangles).

Solid symbols show the psychophysical perceived direction of movement. The illusion
was highly correlated with the contrast ratio, as we predicted.
In sum, the motion was distorted most when the grey level of the surround lay
between those of the light and dark dots.
Note that the stimulus geometryöthe layout of the dots, the line separations, and
the drift ratesöwas the same on every trial. So if the stimulus geometry were the
only factor, the perceived motion would be the same whatever the surround luminance.
This was approximately true for the black control lines, but it was emphatically not
true for the experimental dotted lines. So the perceived direction of motion owed as
much to relative stimulus contrast as to stimulus geometry. Incidentally, the contrast
along the black control lines was always zero, so the motion ratio and perceived direction
of motion never changed.
Next, we made the dotted lines vertical on a fixed mid-grey surround (44%) and
moved them in 16 different physical directions that were 22.58 apart. Again observers
reported the perceived directions with an adjustable matching arrow. To rule out individual biases, we used a dark-grey surround to obtain control data, and we subtracted
these controls from the experimental results.
Results are shown in figure 7, collapsed down from 3608 into a single quadrant.
A vertical line that moved at 458 was perceptually shifted toward the vertical, with
a perceived direction only 308 away from the vertical. Furthermore, a line moving
at 22.58 from the vertical appeared to move at only 2.58 away from the vertical!
So the illusions were substantial, especially for lines moving nearly parallel to their
own orientation. However, lines that actually moved along, or orthogonal to, their own
length, showed no illusions.
In conclusion, we attribute the motion illusions to interactions between two motion
vectors: strong, high-contrast boundaries between adjacent black and white dots along
the lines; and weaker, lower-contrast boundaries between the dots comprising the line
and the mid-grey surround (see also Cavanagh and Anstis 2002). This is consistent
with a motion-energy model (Adelson and Bergen 1985), in which motion energy is
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Figure 7. Errors in judging motion of vertical dotted lines (mean of two observers68 readings).
Perceived directions of motion looked much closer to vertically upward than they really were.
458 motion was perceptually shifted 158 toward vertical, and 22.58 motion was shifted by 208,
looking practically vertical. A demonstration movie is available on the Perception website.

proportional to contrast; but in our case the energy is computed not simply in opposite
directions (EL ÿ ER ) but in all 3608 directions. Thus visual motion makes a contrastweighted summation of local motion vectors in all directions.
These findings could have implications for road safety. `Safety' markings on roads
and guard rails often consist of black and white stripes or checks. A driver moving
almost parallel to such markings could easily misjudge the direction of his own travel
by up to 208, with potentially hazardous results.
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